How the little Septapus
helps the AI Captain
sail the MAS400
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I HAVE MAGIC
TENTACLES!

Text and Illustrations by

Beth Renneisen and David LaFontaine

For the adults

I’m Artie the Chat Bot, and I’m really
good at answering questions!
Ask me some on our website:

The Mayflower Autonomous Ship (MAS400) is a fully autonomous, AI
powered marine research vessel. The ship’s AI Captain performs a similar
role to a human captain, making decisions about the route, status and mission. Computer vision systems scan the horizon for hazards, and meteorological data reveal potential dangers ahead. Small, lightweight edge devices
provide local compute power for the ship to operate independently, and
when a connection becomes available systems sync with the cloud, enabling
updates and data upload. MAS400 is equipped with an experiments bay that
contains scientific instruments, and collects data to help protect our oceans.
MAS400 was created by Promare (a US based 501(c)3 non-profit organization) with technological/scientific support from IBM Research and many
other partners/sponsors. Please see MAS400 web portal for more information about the project: www.mas400.com

Why this book? What do AI systems and octopi have in common?

Artie’s Ocean Adventure
© 2022 Promare, Inc.

The character of Artie the Septapus and his magic arms is an apt metaphor for how Edge Computing works with a central “brain” and semi-independent sub-computers process vast amounts of data. Each tentacle on an
octopus is similar to a self-contained mini-brain, capable of reacting to sensory and motor input from the environment without waiting for commands
from the central brain inside the animal’s head.
Subjects of edge computing and artificial intelligence operating independent of human input, relying on computers and sensors, is a favorite theme
for science-fiction. But these technologies are now widely used in various
ways and are integrated into our daily lives. The character of Artie, the
friendly septapus, is therefore a good way to introduce children to the AI,
machine learning and edge computing, which we use on MAS400 to help
scientists collect much needed data about our planet’s oceans, life contained
and sustained within, and the climate that affect us all.
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special ship is sailing the seas to study
what is going on in the oceans as
the Earth gets warmer. It is known as the
MAS400, short for “Mayflower Autonomous
Ship.” Autonomous is a big word that means
the ship can do things on its own without any
people aboard. Instead, the boat’s sensors do
many tests and the super computer AI
“Captain” on board uses Artificial Intelligence
to then decide what the boat will do.

In that ship is a little septapus named Artie.
He is special, too.

A curious seagull notices an unusual
ship passing below. What could that be?
And was that an open hatch?
She decides to take a peek ...

AWK!!

The little passenger sleeping onboard
is really good at answering
questions, but dreams of being a real
sailor using his seven special arms.
Now a pesky seagull is squawking!

Awk! Awk!
Wake up you
lazy sailor!

I am a digital octopus with seven
special arms. Octo means eight.
Septa means seven.
Puss means ... Well, I don’t
know what that means!

Awk! Awk!
You are a strange creature.
Who are you?

So what is a DIGITAL septapus?
Digit means fingers and my brain is a
computer, so I’m a computer with fingers!

I’m Artie the Septapus!

Actually they’re tentacles
that I can extend to do fun
stuff like this one!
HI!

What is a septapus? Awk!

This is the AI
Captain speaking!

WHO ARE YOU!!

YOU ARE ABOard the
MaS400, a research vessel
that has lots of ocean
experiments to do while
we sail the sea!
But this seagull
and I are the only
ones here. Where’s
the crew?

My name is Artie the Septapus. I’m not sure
how I got here – I just woke up.
By the way, where is HERE, exactly?

Awk!
Where’s the crew? Awk!

The MaS400 doesn’t
have a crew.
Well, there sure seems to be a lot to do!

AWK!!
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Yes, but I have super computing
powers to do those things
Wow! Cool! That’s like me!
I can do 7 things at the same time!

OK, so if you want to stay on
board, maybe you can help out.
I’ll show you how our
instruments work.
Our ship does a lot of
fun things!

Oh boy! So do my
special tentacles!

Let me show you what
my arms can do!

AWK!!

We keep
track of the
weather so
we’re safe
from storms

My microphone arm
could help with that!

Big waves make me
seasick, but I have a
weather station arm!

We LISTEn for
the songs of sea
creatures like
dolphins and
Whales

We have LOts of cameras to watch
out for ships and other obstacles

My telescope arm
will help see things
that are far away.
Look! There’s a whale!
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We have a special microscope
camera that looks for tiny sea life
and takes their picture

It’s fun looking at little
creatures with my
micro camera arm!
Here’s one now ...

We make clean power from the
sun with our solar panels

We TEST sea water to see
what chemicals we can see in it

I think sea water
tastes great!
I have a lab arm to
make sure its clean!

So Artie, now you know how the
ship works, would you like to try
being Captain?

I love the sun!
I can extend my solar
panel arm and catch
some rays!

Oh boy, I’d love to!

But then Artie says...
Captain! my Weather arm has detected
a freak storm that’s heading our way!

This is so much fun to pretend!
Let’s whistle a tune, seagull.
This ship is smarter than I am!

Artie! Please
protect the experiments
while i steer the ship
through the storm!
IT WILL BE ROUGH! Use all
your tentacles
to keep them safe!!
AWK! AWK!!

It’s getting
dark outside!
I’ll close
the hatch!

It’s dark in here, too!
Good thing tentacle number 7 is for
grasping so I can hold the flashlight!
AWK!

Artie’s flashlight beam shines across
the waves in the big storm.
The MAS400 is ready, but the little
passengers are a bit worried!

Artie has an important responsibility!
I’m protecting all
the experiments!

AWK! AWK!

Are you OK seagull?
I think the storm has passed.
awk.
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Hi Starfish! Hey Crab! You creatures must
have washed in before I closed the hatch!

AWK! ARTIE!

Thank you for supporting The
Mas400, we’re so happy that our
mission is a success!!
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OUR OCEAN research MAY NOT
have made it without our pal
Artie the digital Septapus!

Gosh, thanks!
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Here comes the MAS400!
E

Woo-hoo Artie!

LA! LA! ARTIE!

Artie! you saved OUR
EXPERIMENTS!!!!

PLEASE DON’T
FEED THE SEALS

HeRE comes a sailor carrying ARTIE
ON a tablet!! USE THe QR CODE below t0
Say hi to our digital buddy on your
Phone or DEVICE!

The End

Watch for more fu
n with
magic tentacles in
Artie’s next adven
ture,
“Artie Counts Fis
h!”

So long, and thanks
for all the clams!

About Promare:
Promare was established in 2001 by Brett A. Phaneuf, Gregory M. Cook
and Fredrik Søreide to promote marine research and exploration throughout
the world.
Promare is a non-profit corporation and public charity, 501(c)(3).
For the past 20 years, our team of experienced archaeologists and marine
professionals have executed a variety of research projects independently and
in concert with academic, corporate, public, and governmental organizations
and agencies that are designed to advance man’s knowledge of history and
science.
The Mayflower Autonomous Ship is our most challenging project yet. The
trimaran hull form design ensures high levels of hydro- and aero-dynamics.
Waterproof solar panels fitted to its upper surface enable it to draw on energy from the sun when available, with a modern, high-efficiency generator
acting as backup in case solar power is low in supply. The ship has high levels
of redundancy built into it, meaning that its systems are both isolated and
duplicated to reduce the chance of a single-point failure. And rather than
mindlessly following a pre-charted course, the AI Captain handily evaluates
all available data and constantly updates the ship’s route and speed, second by
second. As we continue to explore the oceans, our vision is for humans and
machines to continue to work in tandem, using agile, intelligent, and autonomous solutions to augment and extend people’s capabilities. It is smart tech
at its finest.
More information about Promare can be found here: https://www.promare.org/
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The MAS400

Promare was established 20 years ago and has created and funded
a variety of projects to understand and protect our oceans. Our
latest project is the Mayflower Autonomous Ship, the MAS400, the
world’s first unmanned and fully autonomous research vessel. We
believe this technology is the future of ocean research and we hope
that this book will be an inspiration for future ocean researchers.

